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1. PREVIOUS DAY (ESZ5)

Open High Low Closing

RTH    2036.25 2039.50 2016.00 2018.50

GBX  2040.50 2046.00 2016.00 2018.50

 
2. PIVOTS 

Daily RTH and GBX Weekly Monthly Yearly
R3 2057.00 2153.25 2363.00 2540.25

R2 2048.25 2125.50 2229.00 2314.50
R1 2033.50 2072.00 2151.50 2183.50
PPT 2024.50 2044.25 2017.25 1957.75
S1 2009.75 1990.75 1939.50 1826.75
S2 2001.00 1963.00 1805.25 1601.00
S3 1986.25 1909.50 1727.75 1470.00

3. FOCUS NUMBERS 

Daily Weekly

2nd  Sell level 2046.50-2043.75 2073.50-2069.50

  1st   Sell level 2035.50-2037.50 2046.75-2052.50

 Key # 2014.50-2016.50 2016.50-2014.50

 1st  Buy level 2004.50-2001.25 1973.75-1975.00

2nd Buy level 1992.50-1989.50 1950.25-1947.75

The key # is a control point for up or down moves.  When price moves from one side of that line to the other 
and stays in the new range it often indicates a change in trend and the beginning of a stop run. Look for the 
price to move toward new support and resistance levels, often at/near our buy or sell range.  For more 
information visit www.naturus.com
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4. WEEKLY OUTLOOK — S&P 500 CASH INDEX 

The S&P 500 cash index ($SPX) closed at 2023.04 last Friday, down 76.16 points for 
3.6% net weekly loss. 

Last week:  The concern about Fed hiking rate in Dec drove SPX down on first day of
week. Even though there was a small bounce on the following day, the strength of 
bounce was not strong enough to prevent price from falling. The Fed members 
speech added the fear into the market, as a result, the index not only broke its major 
support line, also ended a loss for this year again. 

This week: it is November Option Expiration week. The original expectation was last 
Friday's low could be the low for this week. Now the additional concern rising from 
France terrorist attack makes it more difficult to predict what will happen this week. If 
thing get worst, the market could continue declining.  But we also can see Fed PPT 
team show up to slow down price decline or push price back up.   

Technical analysis

S&P500 Weekly Chart

1. Long-term
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SP500 index pulled back into the neckline of the bullish double bottom pattern. In 
technical analysis, this is considered normal price behavior. The pull-back didn't do 
any damage to the long-term uptrend, and so far should be treated as a healthy 
correction move. 

In previous plans we mentioned the possibility of a series of moves in the last half of 
the year similar to the year 2011. So far the index has followed that pattern. If we 
continue the current pullback from the high should be roughly 134 points. So far, from 
the high at 2116.48 made on Nov. 3 until last Friday, the retracement has only 
covered about two-thirds of the expected distance. The final target should be around 
1982-75 zone... if the pattern holds.   

On Friday the SPX closed at the 38.2% Fibonacci support level. Below it, there is the 
55% retracement at 1982, which overlaps our maximum target for the pullback. 

If the price declines below that level, 1950 will become a key line to watch. A move 
below it could trigger intermediate-term selling and lead the price back to the August 
low. 

A month ago we posted long-term SP500 price projections. It is updated below. 

Before we reach the max consolidation top area we should expect the Fed to 
announce or threaten an interest rate increase. Before we reach the max 
consolidation low area we should expect the Fed to alleviate fears of a rate increase.
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The Fed didn't take the opportunity to raise rates at its September meeting, but it was 
still successful (if that was their aim) in attracting overseas money into US markets. 
Anticipating the Fed's moves is a guessing game, but for the rest of this year we don't 
think Fed will rise the rate if the SPX fails to hold above the 2020 level. It is quite clear 
that not only traders know their lines, so does Fed. 

There are lots of external uncertainties – apart from the Fed – that largely influence 
the stock market. Slow economic growth, and now war and terrorists, make it difficult 
to maintain a positive outlook for the stock market. 

 
2. Short-term

     S&P500 Daily Chart

S&P500 index closed just above the September's high area (2020), which is also the 
neckline (and broken resistance) of the double bottom. So far the index has 38% 
retracement from this month's high to September's low. It may retrace further to test 
2000-1995 if 2020 fails to hold up on Monday. 

In the short-term, the index not only broke down through the four-year uptrend line for 
a second time, it also broke down (and closed below) the 200/50EMA lines. 

The loss of major support lines gives a bearish short-term outlook for the coming 
weeks. Any bounce will give trapped buyers a chance to exit this market. Unless the 
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index regains control of the 2100 level, the price could remain below it for rest of the 
year.   

Now the 50/200EMA lines (2038-37) become a key zone for this week. A move above 
it could lead the index to retest 2050 level.  Short-term has an oversold condition. An 
oversold bounce should be seen the in ultra-short time frame. 

Conversely a failure to push above 2038-37 could lead the price down again, and then
2000-1995 is likely for the downside target. 

In addition to the technical outlook, external event largely influence price movements. 
On Friday the market was already down before the news of the terrorist attacks in 
France but there will certainly be market impacts on Monday. 

It is difficult to say what they may be. Some European market may be closed Monday. 
If there is powerful action from the US president, we may even see a patriotic rally.  
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5. DAILY OUTLOOK – S&P 500 MINI FUTURES (ES)

ESZ5 Daily chart

Last Friday ES had a continuation declining day. It not only had a strong gap down at 
open, also it broke decisively through the 200/50EMA support line at 2030.75 and 
closed near the low of the day. The price action was strong on the downside, and 
gave a bearish outlook for today. 

But the short-term has an oversold condition. It tried to bounce in the middle of Friday 
trading but failed, and later news of the terrorist attack in France ended any hope of a 
bounce. Today we may see a further decline depending on the response to the 
situation in France. Otherwise we should see some oversold bounce. 

2011.75 was September's high, and also the top range of the neckline from the double
bottom. 2011.75-2008 could the neckline zone. As long as this zone holds up, ES 
could bounce up to retest Friday's high 2038-39 or higher up to 2045-50 zone.  

Major support levels: 2001-03, 1995.50-92.25, 1975-72, 1950-56, 1929-33.25
Major resistance levels: 2103.75-02.50, 2114.50-16.50, 2134-35.50

Short-term  ---- Bearish
Medium term -----Neutral
Long term ---- Bullish
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6. TRADING STRATEGY:  Nov. 16, 2015

a. Intraday Scalping numbers 

Sell level 2028.50-2031.75 2039.75-2040.50 2046.50-2052.50

Buy level 2008.00-2009.50 2001.75-1998.50 1992.50-1987.50

b. Gap Method Trading 
Gap Target

Sell level 2033.25-2031.50 2018.50

Buy level 2004.25-2001.75 2016.00

c. Option trades  (short calls or puts trades)
Strike price Expiration Date Entry price

2075 calls 2015-11-20 ES above 2040

Meanline 2000

1950 puts 2015-11-20 ES below  2000
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Murrey Math Line Movement * 
(Caution. Know MMline rule before you trade these numbers.) 

7. OVERNIGHT CALL (3:30am to 8am)

1st Sell level 2nd Sell level

2027.25-2025.75 (sl29.25) 2035.75-2037.25 (sl40.50)

 Central line 2016.50

2006.50-2007.25 (sl05.25) 2000.75-2001.75 (s99.25)

1st Buy level 2nd Buy level

Overnight Call: 
Central line = 2016.50
Above it, ES could pop up to 2027.25-2025.75 or higher to 2035.75-2037.25 (short entry). 
Below it, ES could dip into 2006.50-2007.25 or lower to 2000.75-2001.75 (long entry).
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Prior Move 3.91 Up Move 3.91 Down Move 3.91
2054.69 +2/8 2054.69 +2/8 2023.44 +2/8
2050.78 +1/8 2050.78 +1/8 2019.53 +1/8
2046.88 8/8 2046.88 8/8 2015.63 8/8
2042.97 7/8 2042.97 7/8 2011.72 7/8
2039.06 6/8 2039.06 6/8 2007.81 6/8
2035.16 5/8 2035.16 5/8 2003.91 5/8
2031.25 4/8 2031.25 4/8 2000.00 4/8
2027.34 3/8 2027.34 3/8 1996.09 3/8
2023.44 2/8 2023.44 2/8 1992.19 2/8
2019.53 1/8 2019.53 1/8 1988.28 1/8
2015.63 0/8 2015.63 0/8 1984.38 0/8
2011.72 -1/8 2011.72 -1/8 1980.47 -1/8
2007.81 -2/8 2007.81 -2/8 1976.56 -2/8
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9. WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS

http://www.briefing.com/investor/calendars/economic/ 

Monday

• Empire State Mfg Survey

Tuesday

• Industrial Production, Housing Market Index

Wednesday

• Housing Starts, EIA Petroleum Status and FOMC minutes

Thursday

• Jobless Claims, Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook Survey, Leading Indicators

Friday

• James Bullard Speaks and November option expiration Day
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